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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

バッド・イングリッシュ：現代イギリスにおける文学・多言語使用・言語の政治学

Bad English: Literature, Multilingualism, and the Politics of Language in Contemporary Britain
Gilmour, Rachael

   (Manchester U.P.)
2022 : 06  296 p.            Paperback 9781526163820  ￡20.00

  Bad English investigates the impact of increasing language diversity, precipitated by migration, globalisation, and new forms of 

communication, in transforming contemporary literature in Britain. Considering writers whose work engages experimentally, playfully, and 

ambivalently with English's power, while exploring what it means to move between forms of language, it makes the case for literature as the 

pre-eminent medium to probe the terms of linguistic belonging, and for a diverse and growing fi eld of writing in Britain defi ned by its inside/

outside relationship to English in its institutionalised forms.

【日本文学・日本語】

松尾芭蕉全句集

Basho: The Complete Haiku of Matsuo Basho
Basho / Fitzsimons, Andrew (trans.)

   (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  472 p.           Paperback 9780520385580  US$17.95

  Matsuo Bashō (1644-1694) is arguably the greatest fi gure in the history of Japanese literature and the master of the haiku. Bashō: The 

Complete Haiku of Matsuo Bashō off ers in English a full picture of the haiku of Bashō, 980 poems in all. Andrew Fitzsimons’ translation is the 

fi rst to adhere strictly to form: all of the poems are translated following the syllabic count of the originals. This book also translates a number 

of Bashō’s headnotes to poems ignored by previous English-language translators.

【日本文学・日本語】

日本語学術論文読解実践ガイド

A Practical Guide for Scholarly Reading in Japanese
Nazikian, Fumiko et al.

Routledge Practical Academic Reading Skills  (Routledge)
2022 : 12  282 p.  Hardback 9781032014906 ￡120.00  Paperback 9781032014890  ￡32.99

  A Practical Guide for Scholarly Reading in Japanese is an innovative reference guide for scholars specializing in Asian studies, with a special 

focus on Chinese studies. The book aims to prepare those scholars to conduct research with primary sources from a variety of genres in the 

20th century. The book contains concise descriptions of grammar points essential for reading scholarly writings in Japanese and exercises 

based on excerpts taken from prominent Japanese scholarly texts. Each exercise reading provides a list of vocabulary and explanations of 

expressions. The reading materials provided mainly cover Chinese history, comparative literature, religion, and culture.
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【言語学全般】

言語的人権ハンドブック

The Handbook of Linguistic Human Rights
Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove & Phillipson, Robert (eds.)

Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics  (Wiley-Blackwell)
2022 : 11  816 p.  Hardback 9781119753841 US$195.00           

  The fi rst book of its kind, the Handbook of Linguistic Human Rights presents a diverse range of theoretically grounded studies of linguistic 

human rights, exemplifying what linguistic justice is and how it might be achieved. Through explorations of ways in which linguistic human 

rights are understood in both national and international contexts, this innovative volume demonstrates how linguistic human rights are 

supported or violated on all continents, with a particular focus on the marginalized languages of minorities and Indigenous peoples, in 

industrialized countries and the Global South.
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【言語学全般】

ランゲージ・ファイル　第 13 版

Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language and Linguistics.  13th ed
Linguistics, Department Of

 (Ohio State U.P.)
2022 : 08  784 p.      Paperback 9780814258354  US$79.95

The thirteenth edition has been revised, clarified, and updated throughout to ensure that it remains the most comprehensive and accessible 

introductory linguistics textbook on the market. The revised chapter on morphology includes a more thorough discussion of allomorphy and 

adds sections on templatic morphology, suprasegmental morphology, and morphological metathesis to give students a more complete picture 

of all morphological phenomena. The chapter on language and computers has been updated with new sections on deep learning, artificial 

neural networks, and on other areas of computational linguistics, providing readers with a better sense of current research and applications in this rapidly developing field.

【言語学全般】

言語の社会生活

The Social Life of Words: A Historical Approach
Wright, Laura

Language in Society  (Wiley-Blackwell)
2022 : 11  208 p.      Paperback 9781119881032  US$44.95

The Social Life of Words: A Historical Approach explores the rise and fall of the social properties of words, charting ways in which they take 

on new social connotations. Written in an engaging narrative style, this entertaining text matches up sociolinguistic theory with social history 

and biography to discover which kind of people used what kind of word, where and when. Social factors such as class, age, race, region, 

gender, occupation, religion and criminality are discussed in British and American English.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

留学生の多言語リテラシーの実践

International Students' Multilingual Literacy Practices: An Asset-based Approach to Understanding 
Academic Discourse Socialization
De Costa, Peter I. et al. (ed.)

New Perspectives on Language and Education  (Multilingual Matters)
2022 : 06  184 p.  Hardback 9781800415553 ￡99.95  Paperback 9781800415546  ￡29.95

This book presents the results of research that focused on international students receiving writing instruction on a US university campus. It 

explores how the students developed their foreign-student identities and their own ways of grappling with the unique issues they encountered 

as they worked to improve their academic literacy skills. The book extends the theoretical horizons of language socialization research by 

integrating insights from other disciplinary frameworks, such as a translingual approach, multilingual literacies and writing center theory, to explore international students' 

university experiences. By adopting these varied lenses, the book provides readers with a more holistic, integrative and ecological understanding of students' language and 

literacy development.

【映画・放送番組】

小津安二郎

Ozu: A Closer Look
Geist, Kathe

 (Hong Kong U.P.)
2022 : 06  300 p.  Hardback 9789888754175 US$90.00     

Based on a close reading of Japanese director Yasujiro Ozu’s extant films, this book provides insights into the ways the director created 

narrative structures and used symbolism to construct meaning in his films. Against critics’ insistence that Ozu was indifferent to plot and 

unlikely to use symbols, Geist demonstrates otherwise, revealing the director’s subtle iconographic paradigms. Her incisive understanding of 

the historical and cultural context in which the films were conceived amplifies her analysis of the films’ structure and meaning.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】

アンディ・ウォーホルの一風変わったエコロジー

Like a Little Dog: Andy Warhol's Queer Ecologies
Grudin, Anthony E.

 (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  232 p. 50 color illus. Hardback 9780520383579 US$45.00     

Nonhuman life impassioned every area of Warhol’s practice, beginning with his juvenilia and an unusually close creative collaboration with his 

mother, Julia Warhola. The pair codeveloped a transgressive animality that permeated Warhol’s prolific career, from his commercial illustration 

and erotica to his writing and, of course, his painting, installation, photography, and film. Grudin shows that Warhol disputed the traditional 

claim that culture and creativity distinguish the human from the merely animal and vegetal, instead exploring the possibility of art as an earthy 

and organic force, imbued with appetite and desire at every node. Ultimately, by arguing that nonhuman life is central to Warhol’s work in ways that mirror and anticipate 

influential texts by Toni Morrison and Ocean Vuong, Like a Little Dog opens an entirely unexplored field in Warhol scholarship.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

青銅器時代の中国の最後の煌き

Phoenix Kingdoms: Last Splendor of China's Bronze Age
Zhang, Fan Jeremy & Xu, Jay (ed.)

 (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  240 p.  324 color illus.  Hardback 9780520341647 US$65.00  Paperback 9780520341654  US$40.00

Phoenix Kingdoms brings to life the distinctive Bronze Age cultures that flourished along the middle course of the Yangzi River in South 

Central China about 2,500 years ago. With over 150 objects on loan from five major Chinese museums, Phoenix Kingdoms explores the 

artistic and spiritual landscape of the southern borderland of the Zhou dynasty, featuring remarkable archaeological finds unearthed from 

aristocratic tombs of the phoenix-worshipping Zeng and Chu kingdoms. By revealing the splendid material cultures of these legendary states, 

whose history has only recently been recovered, Phoenix Kingdoms highlights the importance of this region in forming a southern style that influenced centuries of Chinese 

art.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

経済思想概史

A Brief History of Economic Thought: From the Mercantilists to the Post-Keynesians
Bougrine, Hassan & Rochon, Louis-Phillippe (eds.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  304 p.  Hardback 9781786433831 ￡105.00     

It is now widely acknowledged that history is useful, even essential, because it helps us predict the future. The history of ideas in economics, 

as in other fields of inquiry, plays an important role in enlightening current researchers as they endeavour to understand contemporary events 

and anticipate the future of human societies. This book brings together a fine collection of chapters that span contributions from forgotten 

classics to the most recent new thinking about critical issues such as growth, wealth, its creation and its distribution among members of 

society. It is A Brief History of Economic Thought, but it will certainly go a long way in helping undergraduate students and other researchers who are curious about the 

evolution of economic ideas over the last five centuries.

【経済理論・経済学史】

行動経済学と気候変動ハンドブック

Handbook of Behavioral Economics and Climate Change
Seo, S. N. (ed.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 09  456 p.  Hardback 9781800880733 ￡195.00     

Situating a comprehensive microbehavioral analysis of the economics of climate change within a discussion of the most pressing global 

climate change issues and policy negotiations, the Handbook of Behavioral Economics and Climate Change is a timely collection of new 

research on the behaviors of economic agents that are essential to an exposition of climate change economics and policy making.
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【産業（農業・工業・サービス業）】

石油と国際関係ハンドブック

Handbook on Oil and International Relations
Dannreuther, Roland & Ostrowski, Wojciech (ed.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 09  488 p.  Hardback 9781839107542 ￡200.00     

This Handbook provides an in-depth analysis of the multiple ways in which oil has shaped, changed and affected international relations and 

global politics. Theoretically innovative, it provides new insights into the interaction between the materiality of oil and its social, economic and 

political manifestations.

【通貨・金融・保険】

中央銀行・金融政策・環境問題

Central Banking, Monetary Policy and the Environment
Rochon, Louis-Philippe et al. (ed.)

The Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 08  288 p.  Hardback 9781800371941 ￡100.00     

Part of the Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy, this book explores the relationship between central banking, monetary 

policy and the economy at large. It focuses on the specific relationship between central banking, monetary policy and the environment as 

central banks wake up to new realities.

【通貨・金融・保険】

中央銀行・金融政策・貨幣の未来

Central Banking, Monetary Policy and the Future of Money
Vallet, Guillaume et al. (ed.)

The Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 08  328 p.  Hardback 9781800376397 ￡110.00     

Part of The Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy, this book explores the relationship between central banking, monetary 

policy and the economy at large, focusing on the specific relationship between central banking, monetary policy and the future of money. The 

book explores the complexity of the current monetary policy transmission channels and the issue of confidence in money. Scholars examine 

the specific relationship between central banking, monetary policy and the future of money, with a particular insight on digital and local 

currencies.

【通貨・金融・保険】

債務不履行：アメリカの借金マシーンの内側

Delinquent: Inside America's Debt Machine
Botella, Elena

 (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  320 p.  Hardback 9780520380356 US$26.95     

Combining Botella’s insights from the banking industry, quantitative data, and research findings as well as personal stories from interviews 

with indebted families around the country, Delinquent provides a relatable and humane entry into understanding debt. Botella exposes the 

ways that bank marketing, product design, and customer management strategies exploit our common weaknesses and fantasies in how 

we think about money, and she also demonstrates why competition between banks has failed to make life better for Americans in debt. 

Delinquent asks: How can we make credit available to those who need it, responsibly and without causing harm? Looking to the future, Botella presents a thorough and 

incisive plan for reckoning with and reforming the industry.
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【通貨・金融・保険】

中央銀行の未来

The Future of Central Banking
Kappes, Sylvio et al. (ed.)

The Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 08  416 p.  Hardback 9781839100925 ￡125.00     

Part of The Elgar Series on Central Banking and Monetary Policy, this book explores challenges surrounding central banking today. It goes 

beyond the immediate concerns with monetary policy and focuses instead on the concept of central banking more generally.

【資源・エネルギー・環境】

水資源・エネルギー・食糧の連鎖ハンドブック

Handbook on the Water-Energy-Food Nexus
Brouwer, Floor (ed.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 08  448 p.  Hardback 9781839100543 ￡195.00     

This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of how water, energy and food are interconnected, comprising a coherent system: the 

nexus. It considers the interlinkages between natural resources, governance processes seeking coherence among water, energy and food 

policies, and the adoption of transdisciplinary approaches in the field.

【コミュニケーション論・マスメディア研究】

ツイッターの暴君たち

Tyrants on Twitter: Protecting Democracies from Information Warfare
Sloss, David L.

Stanford Studies in Law and Politics  (Stanford U.P.)
2022 : 03  352 p.  Hardback 9781503628441 US$28.00     

Tyrants on Twitter is the first detailed analysis of how Chinese and Russian agents weaponize Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube 

to subvert the liberal international order. In addition to examining the 2016 U.S. election, David L. Sloss explores Russia's use of foreign 

influence operations to threaten democracies in Europe, as well as China's use of social media and other digital tools to meddle in Western 

democracies and buttress autocratic rulers around the world.

【人種・民族・移民問題】

日本とメキシコの知られざる環太平洋史

Transborder Los Angeles: An Unknown Transpacific History of Japanese-Mexican Relations
Tokunaga, Yu

Western Histories, 12  (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  274  Hardback 9780520379787 US$85.00  Paperback 9780520379794  US$29.95

Focusing on Los Angeles farmland during the years between the Immigration Act of 1924 and the Japanese Internment in 1942, Transborder 

Los Angeles weaves together the narratives of Mexican and Japanese immigrants into a single transpacific history. In this book, Yu Tokunaga 

moves from international relations between Japan, Mexico, and the US to the Southern California farmland, where ethnic Japanese and 

Mexicans played a significant role in developing local agriculture, one of the major industries of LA County before World War II.

【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】

ポップカルチャー・ジャパンと不安の政治学

Administering Affect: Pop-Culture Japan and the Politics of Anxiety
White, Daniel

 (Stanford U.P.)
2022 : 07  264 p.  Hardback 9781503630680 US$90.00  Paperback 9781503632196  US$28.00

Based on sixteen months of ethnographic fieldwork among rarely accessible government bureaucrats, Administering Affect examines the 

fascinating connection between state administration and public sentiment. White analyzes various creative policy figures of Pop-Culture 

Japan, such as anime diplomats, "Cool Japan" branding campaigns, and the so-called "Ambassadors of Cute," in order to illustrate a powerful 

link between practices of managing national culture and the circulation of anxiety among Japanese publics.
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【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】

コスプレ

Cosplay: The Fictional Mode of Existence
Lunning, Frenchy

 (U. of Minnesota Pr.)
2022 : 03  224 p.  Hardback 9781517912147 US$100.00  Paperback 9781517912154  US$25.00

Cosplay is a unique and necessary examination of identity, performance, play, and otaku fandom and culture in relation to contemporary 

theories. Through a culmination of years of personal research on cosplay, author Frenchy Lunning offers an intimate, sensational tour through 

cosplay’s past and present, as well as its global lure.

【都市・村落・コミュニティー研究】

都市の社会政策ハンドブック

Handbook on Urban Social Policies: International Perspectives on Multilevel Governance and Local 
Welfare
Kazepov, Yuri et al. (ed.)

Research Handbooks in Urban Studies series  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  480 p.  Hardback 9781788116145 ￡200.00     

The importance of subnational welfare measures, and their complex embeddedness in wider multilevel governance systems, has often been 

underplayed in both urban studies and social policy analysis. This Handbook gives readers the analytical tools to understand urban social 

policies in context, and bridges the gap in research.

【社会慣習・風俗】

日本とフランスの食育と美食の伝統

Food Education and Gastronomic Tradition in Japan and France: Ethical and Sociological Theories
Ueda, Haruka

Routledge Food Studies  (Routledge)
2022 : 11  192 p.  Hardback 9781032377858 ￡120.00     

Food education has gained increasing scientific and political importance in many countries as a promising way to change contemporary 

eating. However, many practices fail to address two epistemological obstacles regarding its very components - ‘food’ and ‘education’. Food 

has largely been thought of from a nutritionistic viewpoint alone and the ethical issues over children’s freedom of choice and well-being have 

been largely absent. This book resolves these problems by applying ethical and sociological theories of food and analysing food education 

in two pioneering countries: Japan and France. The book focuses on taste education and gastronomy, as two key concepts which have great potential to positively impact 

food education.

【政治学全般】

東アジアにおける新型コロナウィルスと残虐犯罪の防止

Covid-19 and Atrocity Prevention in East Asia
Caballero-Anthony, Mely & Morada, Noel M. (ed.)

Global Politics and the Responsibility to Protect  (Routledge)
2022 : 12  232 p.  Hardback 9781032309675 ￡120.00     

The book brings together selected case studies in Southeast Asia and the wider East Asian region that analyse how states in the region have 

responded to the pandemic and its multi-dimensional threats to human security, including risks of atrocity crimes. In the context of protecting 

human security and upholding the Responsibility to Protect (R2P), the work analyses how such a consequential crisis has compounded 

socio-economic and political problems, exacerbated societal fault lines, and created new types of risks for people’s safety and security. Using 

the United Nations Framework of Analysis for Atrocity Crimes: A Tool for Prevention, the book presents seven case studies that identify relevant risks factors confronting 

selected countries and the extent to which the global pandemic has magnified and/or exacerbated such risks for affected populations.
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【政治学全般】

アジアにおける民主主義の後退

Democratic Regressions in Asia
Croissant, Aurel & Haynes, Jeffrey (ed.)

 (Routledge)
2022 : 12  258 p.  Hardback 9781032387123 ￡120.00     

Asia-Pacific presents social scientists with a natural laboratory to test competing theories of democratic erosion, decay, and revival and 

to identify new patterns and relationships. This volume combines conceptual and comparative research with single case studies. Overall, 

the collection of studies in this volume captures different forms of democratic regression and autocratization, examine how Asia-Pacific 

experiences fit into debates about democracy’s deepening global recession and what the Asia-Pacific experiences contribute to the 

understanding of the causes, catalysts and consequences of democratic regression and resilience in the comparative politics literature.

【政治学全般】

カナダの統治

Governing Canada: A Guide to the Tradecraft of Politics
Wernick, Michael

 (British Columbia UP)
2021 : 10  216 p.      Paperback 9780774890533  US$21.95

How does Canadian government work in practice? In this first ever handbook of its kind, Michael Wernick, a career public servant with 

decades of experience "in the room" with Canada’s top politicians, shares candid advice and information that is usually only provided behind 

closed doors. You’ll learn about what goes into picking a Cabinet, how to get the most out of the team, and the ways in which a government 

works to stay on track. You’ll also discover how ministers build up their influence and political power, and how easily that career can be 

derailed.

【政治学全般】

過渡期の社会のための賢い政策

Smart Policies for Societies in Transition: The Innovation Challenge of Inclusion, Resilience and 
Sustainability
Benner, Mats et al. (ed.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  264 p.  Hardback 9781788970808 ￡95.00     

With an insightful global interdisciplinary approach, Smart Policies for Societies in Transition combines in-depth theoretical analysis whilst also 

providing a reflective look at broadening the scope of science and innovation policy in order to understand the critical issues and challenges. 

Chapters illustrate historical practices and events, and discuss how the move to smart politics and the linking of boundaries from a social, 

ecological and global viewpoint leads to fewer but more creative policies.

【各国の政情・政治史】

醜い自由

Ugly Freedoms
Anker, Elisabeth R.

 (Duke U.P.)
2022 : 01  256 p.  Hardback 9781478015161 US$99.95  Paperback 9781478017783  US$25.95

In Ugly Freedoms Elisabeth R. Anker reckons with the complex legacy of freedom offered by liberal American democracy, outlining how 

the emphasis of individual liberty has always been entangled with white supremacy, settler colonialism, climate destruction, economic 

exploitation, and patriarchy. These “ugly freedoms” legitimate the right to exploit and subjugate others. At the same time, Anker locates an 

unexpected second type of ugly freedom in practices and situations often dismissed as demeaning, offensive, gross, and ineffectual but that 

provide sources of emancipatory potential.
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【政党・選挙・立法府】

大統領を選出する：いかにして世界で最も重要な決断をするか

Picking Presidents: How to Make the Most Consequential Decision in the World
Mukunda, Gautam

 (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 10  288 p.  Hardback 9780520379992 US$27.95     

In his 2012 book Indispensable, which all but predicted the Trump presidency, Mukunda explained how both the very best and very worst 

leaders are "unfiltered" - outsiders who take power without the understanding or support of traditional elites. Picking Presidents provides 

deep analysis of filtered and unfiltered presidents alike, from failed haberdasher and skillful president Harry Truman, to the exceptionally well-

qualified - and ultimately reviled - James Buchanan; from Andrew Johnson, who set civil rights back by a century, to Theodore Roosevelt, 

who evaded party opposition to transform American society. Picking Presidents lays out a clear framework that anyone can use to judge a candidate and answer the all-

important question: are they up to the job?

【人権・公民権】

人権の再構成

Reinventing Human Rights
Goodale, Mark

Stanford Studies in Human Rights  (Stanford U.P.)
2022 : 03  232 p.  Hardback 9781503613300 US$85.00  Paperback 9781503631007  US$26.00

Reinventing Human Rights offers a bold argument: that only a radically reformulated approach to human rights will prove adequate to confront 

and overcome the most consequential global problems. Charting a new path - away from either common critiques of the various incapacities 

of the international human rights system or advocacy for the status quo - Mark Goodale offers a new vision for human rights as a basis for 

collective action and moral renewal.

【政治理論・思想・イデオロギー】

パクス・アメリカーナの終焉

The End of Pax Americana: The Loss of Empire and Hikikomori Nationalism
Sakai, Naoki

Asia-Pacific: Culture, Politics, and Society  (Duke U.P.)
2022 : 01  368 p.  Hardback 9781478013976 US$104.95  Paperback 9781478014911  US$28.95

In The End of Pax Americana, Naoki Sakai focuses on U.S. hegemony's long history in East Asia and the effects of its decline on 

contemporary conceptions of internationality. Engaging with themes of nationality in conjunction with internationality, the civilizational 

construction of differences between East and West, and empire and decolonization, Sakai focuses on the formation of a nationalism of 

hikikomori, or “reclusive withdrawal” - Japan’s increasingly inward-looking tendency since the late 1990s, named for the phenomenon of the 

nation’s young people sequestering themselves from public life.

【国際関係論】

ラウトレッジ版インド太平洋地域におけるアメリカの外交政策ハンドブック

The Routledge Handbook of US Foreign Policy in the Indo-Pacific
Turner, Oliver et al. (ed.)

 (Routledge)
2022 : 12  560 p.  Hardback 9780367863142 ￡190.00     

This handbook provides a comprehensive survey of US foreign policy throughout the Indo-Pacific. Home to around 60 percent of the world’s 

population; most of the world’s largest and fastest-growing economies; around half of the world’s states with full nuclear capabilities; and a 

complicated web of unresolved tensions, disputes, and conflicts, the Indo-Pacific is arguably the most diverse, dynamic, and contested region 

on Earth. US strategy there has evolved over centuries, with its physical presence going broadly unchallenged since at least the middle of the 

last century. However, the rapid development and expanding influence of China - alongside the growth of India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and the Philippines, and others - as well 

as political and economic crises and disruptions in the United States itself, mean that in recent times the US has come to occupy a newly uncertain position and perceive a

　range of highly unfamiliar challenges.
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【各国の外交】

二つの世界の架け橋：中国とインドの古典的政治思想と外交術の比較

Bridging Two Worlds: Comparing Classical Political Thought and Statecraft in India and China
Acharya, Amitav et al. (ed.)

Great Transformations, 4  (U. of California Pr.)
2023 : 01  306 p.     Paperback 9780520390980  US$34.95

The rise of China and India could be the most important political development of the twenty-first century. What will the foreign policies of China 

and India look like in the future? What should they look like? And what can each country learn from the other? Bridging Two Worlds gathers 

a coterie of experts in the field, analyzing profound political thinkers from these ancient regions whose theories of interstate relations set the 

terms for the debates today. This volume is the first work that systematically compares ancient thoughts and theories about international 

politics between China and India. It is essential reading for anyone interested in the growth of China and India and what it will mean for the rest of the world.

【軍事学】

アジアの諜報活動ハンドブック

The Handbook of Asian Intelligence Cultures
Shaffer, Ryan (ed.)

Security and Professional Intelligence Education Series  (Rowman & Littlefield)
2022 : 10  284 p.  Hardback 9781538159996 US$140.00     

As Asia increases in economic and geopolitical significance, it is necessary to better understand the region’s intelligence cultures. The 

Handbook of Asian Intelligence Cultures explores the historical and contemporary influences that have shaped Asian intelligence cultures as 

well as the impact intelligence service have had on domestic and foreign affairs. In examining thirty Asian countries, it considers the roles, 

practices, norms and oversight of Asia’s intelligence services, including the ends to which intelligence tools are applied. The book argues 

that there is no archetype of Asian intelligence culture due to the diversity of history, government type and society found in Asia. Rather, it demonstrates how Asian nations’ 

histories, cultures and governments play vital roles in intelligence cultures.

【行政学】

エルガー版公共経営百科事典

Elgar Encyclopedia of Public Management
Schedler, Kuno (ed.)

Elgar Encyclopedias in the Social Sciences series  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 09  424 p.  Hardback 9781800375482 ￡200.00     

This comprehensive Encyclopedia is an essential reference text for students, scholars and practitioners in public management. Offering a 

broad and inter-cultural perspective on public management as a field of practice and science, it covers all the most relevant and contemporary 

terms and concepts, comprising 78 entries written by nearly 100 leading international scholars.

【行政学】

アジアの行政学ハンドブック

Handbook on Asian Public Administration
Haque, M. S. et al. (ed.)

Elgar Handbooks in Public Administration and Management  (Edward Elgar)
2023 : 01  400 p.  Hardback 9781839104787 ￡180.00     

Building a holistic understanding of public administration systems across East, Southeast and South Asia, chapters explore the various 

historical formations, contemporary changes, and impacts of local contexts. It also covers social accountability, performance and human 

resource management, and the role of local governments. An international range of leading scholars track the gradual embrace of market-

driven reforms in Asian public policy and administration, including privatisation, agencification, outcome-based performance, and customer 

choice. With its cross-regional and cross-national comparisons finding divergences in these reforms, the Handbook’s most significant revelation highlights the impacts of 

national political contexts and actors on bureaucracy.
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【法律学（私法）】

オーストラリア・日本・中国におけるクラウドファンディングとソーシャルレンディングの法務

Law and Practice of Crowdfunding and Peer-to-Peer Lending in Australia, China and Japan
Rajapakse, Pelma et al.

Springer Nature Singapore  (Springer)
2022 : 08  272 p.  Hardback 9789811938337 EUR109.99     

Contributor: 森田果：東北大学大学院法学研究科教授

The revolution in financial technology (FinTech) has created many advancements in the lending and investment space across the world.  

Law and Practice of Crowdfunding and Peer-to-Peer Lending in Australia, China, and Japan is a timely publication as FinTech grows up and 

moved into the mainstream of finance in the last decade. Financial services is a highly regulated industry as it is the lifeblood of a modern 

economy. Pelma Rajapakse, Hatsuru Morita, and Yinxu Huang have done very solid work blazing a new trail in what is a new industry and how to regulate it properly 

instead of stifling innovation. They have carried out a deep exploration and a thorough compilation of research that will bring everyone up to date on what Australia, China, 

and Japan are planning and doing in the field of crowdfunding and peer-to-peer lending.

【その他の宗教】

日本人の宗教と死に対する心

Spiritual Ends: Religion and the Heart of Dying in Japan
Benedict, Timothy O.

New Interventions in Japanese Studies, 4  (U. of California Pr.)
2022 : 12  206 p.      Paperback 9780520388666  US$34.95

What role does religion play at the end of life in Japan? Spiritual Ends draws on ethnographic fieldwork and interviews with hospice patients, 

chaplains, and medical workers to provide an intimate portrayal of how spiritual care is provided to the dying in Japan. Timothy O. Benedict 

uses both local and cross-cultural perspectives to show how hospice caregivers in Japan are appropriating and reinterpreting global ideas 

about spirituality and the practice of spiritual care. Benedict relates these findings to a longer story of how Japanese religious groups have 

pursued vocational roles in medical institutions as a means to demonstrate a so-called “healthy” role in society.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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【日本研究】

パチンコ産業の歴史

A History of Pachinko Industry: From a Peripheral Economy to a Huge Market
Han, Jaehyang

Japanese Society Series  (Trans Pacific)
2022 : 11  452 p.      Paperback 9781925608465  US$49.95

How did the stakeholders in the pachinko business adapt to the regulations and face challenges as they sought the stability and sustainability 

of their industry? How did pachinko develop from a peripheral economy to become a major industry? Ethnic minority Koreans in Japan, who 

arrived during the Korean colonial era, are deeply involved in the economic activities of the pachinko industry – how should we understand 

their involvement in the growth of this huge market? Drawing on a vast amount of primary and secondary resources from the 1950s to the 

1990s, this book sheds new light on the circumstances behind the emergence of the pachinko industry as a huge market force in Japan.


